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Extended Abstract
At the “record-breaking” ICSSI 2023, Aaron Clauset stated the importance to study the interaction of scientists to

understand more about epistemic inefficiency or inequality in science. Understanding the impact of co-authorship
interactions would provide valuable insights into the scientific discovery processes as well as the science ecosystem.
It could also lead to fresh ideas and approaches for creating a more diverse and innovative scientific community.
Looking at interactions from an individual perspective, co-authorship with top researchers has more impact on the
number of citations than individual ability [1]. Superstrong ties, co-authorship over a substantially long period, also
have a substantial and positive effect on productivity and citations [2]. From the team perspective, in contrast,
teamwork has more impact than solo work and the impact of a team is determined more by the less-cited members
rather than the highly-cited members [3].

We hypothesized that team compositions are typically characterized by expected relationships, such as
collaborations between individuals in the same field or country, with top researchers, or as mentor-mentee pairs.
However, what about relationships that are unexpected, namely outside of these typical patterns, such as
collaboration with non-top researchers, or strangers? Are teams in unexpected formations more successful compared
to teams in expected formations? Here, we specifically focused on determining the likelihood of a team combination
being formed by examining the structure of co-authors' networks.

We used SciSciNet data to investigate how the likelihood of team formation affects the impact, disruption, and
novelty of the papers in the field of biology, chemistry, psychology, and sociology. In this project, we took two
approaches to measuring the proximity score from 2001 to 2010, to connect it with the collaborations in 2011 and
2012. First, we calculated the shortest path distances between authors within collaboration teams. Second, we get
author proximity from all pair of authors for each paper. If the paper is written by authors who newly joined, the
average author proximity is lower value which capture the team formation is unexpected (Figure 1). In contrast, if
authors have collaborated before, in this case time window of 2001-2010, the score of the paper is high.

Figure 1 Method to calculate author proximity

Figure 2 shows the relation between the author proximity and the number of citation. The patterns differ depends
on discipline. For chemistry and biology, the pattern shows the inverse U-shape. The papers with lower or higher



author proximity have a relatively lower impact while the papers with moderate proximity have a higher impact. For
psychology, impact increase as proximity increase and higher impact remains over 0.7 of proximity. These indicate
that unexpected collaboration with newly joined authors is less likely to correlate positively with citation success.
Note that sociology shows no clear dependency pattern.

Figure 2 Average citation count distribution binned author proximity

Why does the team with moderate proximity of authors more likely to succeed? Teaming with strangers might
take a larger cost to communicate. Maybe the unchanged teams that have been collaborating for a long time are
getting harder to produce impactful work.

We uncovered interesting patterns and further investigation is required. Promising questions are the following.
- What is the role of authorship space in facilitating knowledge recombination?
- How does this differ in fields? In particular, with the increasing team science and the division of labor, do

repeated ties matter more for lab-based knowledge production?
- How is the authorship network related to actual collaboration? Can they predict future collaboration, or are

there factors that encourage unlikely authors to collaborate, or prevent them from working?
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Appendix

Figure 3 Correlation between paper attribute and team likelihood calculated by different methods


